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SUMMARY This paper presents ACIS, an Autonomous Community

Information System. ACIS is a proposition made to meet the rapidly chang-

ing users’ requirements and cope with the extreme dynamism in current

information services. ACIS is a decentralized bilateral-hierarchy architec-

ture formed by a community of individual end-users (community members)

having the same interests and demands at specified time and location. It

allows those members to mutually cooperate and share information with-

out loading up any single node excessively. In this paper, autonomous de-

centralized community construction and communication technologies are

proposed to assure a productive cooperation, a flexible and timely com-

munication among large number of community members. The main ideas

behind the proposed communication technology are: content-code commu-

nication (service-based) for flexibility and multilateral benefits communi-

cation for timely and productive cooperation among members. All mem-

bers communicate productively for the satisfaction of all the community

members. The scalability of the system’s response time regardless of the

number of the community members has been shown by simulation. Thus,

the autonomous decentralized community communication technology re-

veals interesting results when the total number of members in the commu-

nity increases dramatically.

key words: autonomous community information system, multilateral com-

munity communication, information service systems

1. Introduction

The subsequent growth and the evolving in social and eco-

nomic environments promote more severe and complex re-

quirements for the information service systems. Current In-

ternet information services are provided for anyone, any-

where, anytime. These systems are constructed from the

service providers (SP)’ point of view. SPs provide infor-

mation regardless of the end-users’ demands and situations.

There is no discernment between differences in place and

time; end-users in any situation receive the same contents.

In addition, end-users know in advance what content will

satisfy their demands and then access the SP to obtain it.

In a rapidly changing environment, the large-scale infor-

mation systems are confronted to some challenges. First,

the number of worldwide Internet and mobile users are pre-

dicted to exceed 1 billion by the end of 2005 [1]. Those

users have rapidly, and dynamically changing demands and

interests. Second, about 300 terabytes of information every

year the world publishes on-line [2]. Constantly, new infor-

mation services are added, others are modified, removed or

in fault, making it more and more intractable to maintain a

coherent image of the information environment. Therefore,
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customizing the service to the end-users is increasingly dif-

ficult, whereas end-users require well-customized, timely,

continual, reliable, and available information services [3]. In

addition, under the evolving situations they have heteroge-

neous and dynamically changing requirement levels of time-

liness [4]. Timeliness is an essential component in modern

high-assurance and large-scale information systems [5].

As the end-users demands are dynamically changing,

anywhere or somewhere at specified time there are signif-

icant numbers of users sharing the same interests and de-

mands. Consequently, a rapid and dramatic surge in the vol-

ume of requests arriving at a server often results in the server

being overwhelmed and response times shooting up. Cur-

rent information systems do not sustain such situation. For

example, on the web the ubiquitous access of browsers and

rapid spread of news about an event, lead to a flash crowd

when a huge number of users simultaneously access a pop-

ular web site. Flash crowds are typically triggered by events

of great interest; either planned ones such as sport events

(e.g. FIFA 1998 world cup event [6]) or unplanned ones such

as an earthquake, etc. However the trigger need not neces-

sarily be an event of widespread global interest. Depending

on the capacity of a server, even a humble flash crowd can

overwhelm the server. Obviously, current Internet informa-

tion systems have failed to fulfill the stringent Internet users’

requirements in such situations [7]. Moreover, the complex-

ity and dynamism of those systems promote an imperative

need for high-assurance in those systems. These informa-

tion systems are characterized by a decentralized control,

large scale and extreme dynamism of their operating envi-

ronment. They can be seen as instances of the Complex

Adaptive Systems alike social communities [8]. Coopera-

tion is the key of the evolution and continuity of the social

communities [9]. Inspired from both the spirits of cooper-

ation in the social communities and the Autonomous De-

centralized System (ADS) concept [10], [11], the concept of

an Autonomous Community Information System (ACIS) is

proposed to meet the rapidly changing users’ requirements.

It customizes the service for the specific end-users having

interests in that service, in somewhere/anywhere, at spec-

ified time. ACIS allows individual end-users (community

members) having the same preferences and requirements in

somewhere/ anywhere, at specified time, to communicate di-

rectly with one another and share information without rely-

ing on any specified servers. Community members mutually

cooperate to assure the high quality and well-customized in-

formation service provision and utilization as well for all
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members. ACIS is completely decentralized in the sense

that each member of the community performs the same set

of tasks. Moreover, it is highly required to achieve fairness

of the load among the community members.

The contribution of this paper is the proposition of the

ACIS concept, architecture and construction/maintenance

and communication technologies for large-scale informa-

tion systems. The remainder of this paper is organized as

follow. Section 2 clarifies the ACIS concept, exhibits the

system architecture and illustrates the community network

construction and maintenance technology. Section 3 ex-

poses the proposed autonomous decentralized community

communication technology for achieving timeliness. Sec-

tion 4 presents evaluation and simulation results showing

improvement. We review related work on application level

multicast protocols in Sect. 5. The last section draws con-

clusions.

2. Autonomous Community Information System: Con-

cept and Architecture

The main concern of the information systems has been in the

past to efficiently retrieve relevant data for a particular re-

quest from immense repositories [12]. The research in infor-

mation systems has turned to identify the location of the ser-

vices and efficiently make the demands meet the offers [13].

In such distributed systems, two actors are coexisted: Ser-

vice Providers and End-users. Service Providers offer the

information content in the system. End-users consume the

information services. The information systems based on

the centralized model do not sustain the flash crowd prob-

lem. Accordingly, they have failed to satisfy the Internet

users’ requirements of timeliness. Currently, 90% of Inter-

net resources are invisible and untapped [14]. Peer-Peer in-

formation sharing systems have turned to take into account

the data and processing power that resides at the end-users.

These systems are characterized by unilateral benefits be-

cause peers coordinate together for the satisfaction of only

one of them, which requests the information. Thus, the sat-

isfaction rate for M peers in the systems is approximately

1/M and converges to zero as M increases. Peers share ef-

forts for identifying the location of the required information.

Then, information downloads are done directly between two

peers [15]. These systems have two lacks. First, the number

of the identical requests is increased by the growth of the

number of peers who send the same request. As a result,

a constant increase in traffic per peer is too high. Second,

these peer-peer systems do not specify how many connec-

tions a peer may initiate, accept, or simultaneously maintain.

Consequently some peers may have high load than others.

Unfairness among users pushes them to give up from such

systems. Obviously, these systems have failed to satisfy the

Internet users’ requirements (e.g. timeliness) too.

The main importance in the large-scale and very dy-

namic information systems is to meet the rapidly changing

user’s demands. We have identified that the constructive co-

operation among end-users assure the well-customized in-

formation service’s provision and utilization. Blending the

spirit of cooperation in the social communities, and the Au-

tonomous Decentralized System (ADS) concept [10], [11],

we have proposed the concept of Autonomous Community

Information System (ACIS), [16].

2.1 Concept

The basis of the ACIS concept is to provide the informa-

tion to specific users at specific place and specific time.

On the contrary, current information systems provide the

information to anyone, anywhere and anytime. Thus, we

have defined Autonomous Community as a place of a coher-

ent group of autonomous members having individual objec-

tives, common interests and demands at specified time and

somewhere/anywhere. The community members are au-

tonomous, cooperative and active actors and they mutually

cooperate to enhance the objectives for all of them timely.

In ACIS, each community member acts as both an informa-

tion sender and a receiver. Furthermore, each message from

a participant is meaningful to all the other community mem-

bers and at the same time every member is typically inter-

ested in data from all other senders in the community. Con-

trary to the peer-peer systems, the communication among

the community members is conducted on multilateral basis,

as shown later in Sect. 3. Community members cooperate,

not only for the satisfaction of one of them, but also for all

of them. Thus, the satisfaction rate of M members is ap-

proximately one.

ACIS is a promising concept for information services

operating at the edge of the network. It realizes the large-

scale information system that successfully able to carry out

and enhance community members’ objectives in a very dy-

namic environment. It guarantees the constructive cooper-

ation and fairness among the community members with a

very high degree of autonomy among them. We have de-

veloped a system architecture that fosters the concept of the

ACIS as follows.

2.2 Architecture

Community nodes will be connected on a bilateral hierar-

chy basis. The bilateral logical contact between two com-

munity nodes will occur considering that the users of these

nodes have the same interests and demands, at specific time

and location. It is likely that in bilateral contacts, com-

munity nodes connect each other and share information.

The autonomous decentralized community network is a self-

organized logical topology. It is a set of nodes V that con-

sider the bilateral-hierarchy, the symmetric connectivity and

the existence of loops. The bilateral-hierarchy means that a

node x can be parent of a node y in an information flow and

child of the node y in another information flow. Each node

keeps track of its immediate neighbors in a table. The im-

mediate neighbors’ set of the community node x is defined

as the set of nodes

INS x = {y; x, y ∈ V, h(x, y) = 1} (1)
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Fig. 1 ACIS architecture.

Where h(x, y) is the number of logical hops between nodes

x and y. For example, Fig. 1 shows that the immediate

neighbors of node A are INS A = {B,C,D, E}. Each node

knows its neighbor’s nodes and shares this knowledge with

other nodes for forming a loosely connected large number of

nodes. In Fig. 1 the solid lines represent the logical bilateral-

link among the community nodes. Each node judges au-

tonomously whether to join/leave the community network

by creating/destroying its logical links with its neighbor’s

members based on its user’s preferences. The community’s

boundary change with the dynamic change of its members

requirements.

2.3 Autonomous Decentralized Community Network

Construction/Maintenance Technology

The autonomous decentralized community network is to be

symmetric in the sense that each node in the network must

have identical capabilities and duties on the network. This

excludes the existence of central servers that might be in-

volves in organizing the network. Our first goal is to con-

struct a community network that can support broadcast ef-

ficiently. In addition, we should avoid hotspots in the com-

munity network by distributing the network traffic evenly

among the community nodes during the broadcast. The sec-

ond goal is to make our community network construction is

highly scalable. Finally, the community network topology

has to provide redundancy. Node failures must not lead to

the community network disconnecting or severely hamper-

ing broadcast properties. Next subsection presents our pro-

posed construction technique for the community topology.

2.3.1 Organizing Community in Regular Graph

Any node can join and leave the community network at any

time and through a node already exist in the community net-

work. If no scheme is imposed on the way nodes join and

leave, then the network is likely to grow to become exponen-

tial network. This uncontrolled evolution may lead to some

hotspots in the community network. For example, peer-peer

systems do not specify how many connections a peer may

initiate, accept, or simultaneously maintain. Consequently

some peers may have high load than others. In that respect,

we have proposed an autonomous decentralized community

construction technique for making the potential hotspots

very unlikely [16]. Community network construction po-

lices the nodes joining and leaving the community network

and organizes them in a 2d-regular graph G = (V, E), such

that V is the set of nodes with labels [M] = {1, 2, . . . ,M}

and E is the set of edges. Due to frequent join and leave, E

and V are changing with time. The graph G is composed of

independent d edge disjoint Hamilton cycles. Each node has

2d neighbors (node connectivity). Those neighbors are la-

beled as r
(1)
p , r

(1)
s , r

(2)
p , r

(2)
s , . . . , r

(d)
p , r

(d)
s . For each i, r

(i)
p denote

the neighbor node’s predecessor and r
(i)
s denote the neighbor

node’s successor on the ith Hamilton cycle. The advantage

of using the Hamilton cycles is that nodes joining or leaving

will only require local changes in the community network

as will be described as follows.

1. Discover Community Network

When an end-user wants to join a community, he has to dis-

cover at least one community node X. The end-user’s node

can either use information from an out-of-band bootstrap

mechanism similar to Narada [22] and CAN [28] or can em-

ploy network broadcasting and discovery techniques such as

IP multicast. In this paper we do not address these issues.

2. Join Process

As soon as the end-user’s node A discovered a community

node X, it sends a join request to node X. Node X is re-

sponsible to find d neighbors for node A to connect. If

some joining nodes connect to the neighbors of the same

node X, then the community network diameter increases

linearly (e.g. completely ordered regular graph) [30]. In

order to avoid such situation, each node determines au-

tonomously the number of the new connected nodes to itself

within period t that is called the node join-rate ϕ(t). Node X

broadcasts join-request to all the community nodes within

O(log2d M) layers. Each node judges autonomously to re-

ply “Ok to join” or not based on its join-rate ϕ(t). Node X

receives some “OK to join” messages and autonomously se-

lects d nodes from them in different Hamilton cycles. Then,

each node from these d nodes calls the following routine to

add joining node A in each ith Hamilton cycle:

Add (A, i){

Successor node← (Calling node⇒ r
(i)
s );

Edge (Calling node, A, i);

Edge (A, Successor node, i); }

Edge (B,C, i){

(B⇒ r
(i)
s )← C;

(C ⇒ r
(i)
p )← B; }

The expression h ⇒ Var means that we seek the value of

Var from node h, the expression (h ⇒ Var)← y means that

we set the variable Var of node h to value y. The add routine

inserts the joining node between the calling node and the

successor of the calling node in the i-th Hamilton cycle. It

substitutes the edge between calling node and its successor

by two edges, one between calling node and joining node

and the other one between joining node and successor of the

calling node as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The Edge (B,C, i) rou-
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Fig. 2 Join and leave process diagram in i-th cycle.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a) Joining process. (b) Leaving process.

tine makes C the successor of B and B the predecessor of C.

Thus, it creates the communication session between nodes

B and C. Obviously the join process requires only local

changes in the community network. Figure 3 (a) shows an

example for the joining process of new node F. Assume F

discovers node E in community network then node F sends

join request to E that is forward this request to all members

in the community. Each node replies to node E based on its

ϕ(t). Then, node E selects two nodes for example, B and D

from different cycles. Then, both B and D call the add rou-

tine. For clarity, we show only two Hamilton cycles C1 and

C2. Node B has a successor node C in cycle 1 while, node

D has a successor node A in cycle 2.

3. Leave/failure Process

When a member leaves the community, it notifies its neigh-

bors and calls the following leave routine to leave from each

Hamilton cycle.

Leave ( ) { // LN is leaving node

For i := 1, . . . , d in parallel

do Edge (LN ⇒ r
(i)
p , LN ⇒ r

(i)
s , i) }

The leave routine creates edges between the successor and

predecessor node of the leaving node at d cycles as shown in

Fig. 2 (b). For example, Fig. 3 (b) shows the leaving process

of node E. It substitutes the edges (E, A) and (E,D) by new

edge (D, A) in cycle 1. Similarly, it substitutes edges (E, B)

and (E,C) by new edge (C, B) in cycle 2. Obviously, the

leave process only requires local changes in the community

network with O(d) messages [16].

It is also required to consider the difficult case of node

failure. For fault-tolerance, we assumed that each node

knows the predecessor node of its predecessor node and the

successor node of its successor node in each cycle. The node

failure is detected locally as follows. The neighboring nodes

in the INS x periodically exchange keep-alive messages with

node x. If node x is unresponsive for a period T , it is pre-

sumed failed. All neighbors of the failed node update their

INS sets and execute the following instance of code.

FT (x, i) { // x is the failed node in cycle i.

MyPredecessor← (Calling node⇒ r
(i)
p );

MySuccessor← (Calling node⇒ r
(i)
s );

If (x==MyPredecessor) then

(Calling node⇒ r
(i)
p )← (MyPredecessor⇒ r

(i)
p );

if (x==MySuccessor) then

(Calling node⇒ r
(i)
s )← (MySuccessor⇒ r

(i)
s ); }

The FT routine connects two nodes around the failed node in

the same cycle and sets the predecessor and successor nodes

to its predecessor and successor. It maintains the Hamilton

cycles and the same number of links for all nodes as well.

This technique scales well: fault detection is done by ex-

changing messages among small number of nodes, and re-

covery from faults is local; only a small number of nodes

|INS x| is involved. In addition, this technique maintains the

community network (G) composed of edge disjoint Hamil-

ton cycles. If a Hamilton path connects every two nodes of

G then G is Hamilton-connected [31]. For example, if we

construct the community network as 4-regular, 4-connected

graph (cf. Fig. 3) then this graph should have two edges dis-

joint Hamiltonian cycles [32]. Thus, the community net-

work is (connected) non partition-able because of consid-

ering the Hamilton cycles with number of nodes large than

or equal five.

2.4 Node Autonomy

Each node recognizes autonomously a member from a non-

member and cooperatively forwards the community infor-

mation to only its neighbor’s members. Community node

does not forward the community information/request out of

the community. Moreover, each node “think globally and

act locally” by taking a decision autonomously based on its

local information to store the relevant received information.

The decision is taken not only according to the node situ-

ation (e.g. limited resources) and the importance of the of-

fered information but also according to the other members’

requirements. Each community node keeps a short memory

of the recently routed messages to avoid the congestion in

the community network. Each node autonomously coordi-
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nates (cooperates) with the others for locating, and/or pro-

viding the information in the community. If any node leaves,

fails and joins the community, the other community mem-

bers still can coordinate their individual objectives among

themselves. Consequently, each member is able to operate

in a coordinated fashion. The autonomous node’s actions

are realized by the community construction technology as

shown in 2. 3 and the community communication technol-

ogy that will be shown in Sect. 3.1.

ACIS architecture has no central server whatsoever, as

can be seen in Fig. 1. It is a fully decentralized model,

where each participated node has equal responsibilities, and

does not rely on any central authority to organize the net-

work. Thus, it does not load up any single node excessively

and enables the development of the high assurance infor-

mation systems with adaptability, flexibility and high avail-

ability characteristics. For a timely communication among

the community members this paper proposes the technology

that will be described in Sect. 3.

3. Autonomous Decentralized Community Communi-

cation Technology

The conventional communication, typically through Web

browsers, has been built on the one-to-one communication

protocol. In one-to-one, data travels between two users,

e.g., e-mail, e-talk. This protocol gobbles up the network

bandwidth and makes the real time services unresponsive.

Caching most popular web pages on the proxy server re-

duces the network bandwidth consumption and the access

latency for the users. However, the web caches techniques

have some disadvantages as follows. First, a single proxy

server is a single point of failure. Second, the limited num-

ber of users per proxy manifests bottleneck affects. Third,

data does not updated automatically. Finally, cache misses

increase in the latency (i.e. extra proxy processing). In the

conventional one-to-many group’s communication the mes-

sage travels primarily from a server to multiple users, e.g.,

web download and software distribution. For very large

groups (thousands of members) or very dynamic multicast

groups (frequent joins and leaves), having a single group

controller might not scale well. Currently, there is no de-

sign for the application-level multicast protocol that scales

to thousands of members. For example, Overcast [17] builds

the mesh per group containing all the group members, and

then constructs a spanning tree for each source to multicast

information. The mesh creation algorithm assumes that all

group members know one another and therefore, does not

scale to large groups. Bayeux [18] builds a multicast tree per

group. Each request to join a group is routed to a node acting

as the root. This root keeps a list of all the group members.

All group management traffic must go through that root. It

generates more traffic for handling a very dynamic group

membership. Bayeux ameliorates these problems by split-

ting the root into several replicas and partitioning members

across them. But this only improves scalability by a small

factor. Section 5 will review some application level multi-

cast systems.

3.1 Community Content-Code and Multilateral Commu-

nication Technique

Conventional communication technologies use the destina-

tion address (e.g. unicast address, multicast address) to send

the data. In very changing environment likes ACIS (i.e.

end-users are frequently joined and left), these conventional

communication technologies are not applicable. Thus, the

autonomous decentralized community communication tech-

nology has broached [19] to assure a productive coopera-

tion and a flexible and timely communication among mem-

bers. The main ideas behind our proposed communication

technology are: content-code communication (community

service-based) for flexibility and multilateral benefits com-

munication for timely and productive cooperation among

members. The first main idea behind the autonomous decen-

tralized community communication technology is the sepa-

ration of the logical community service’s identifier from the

physical node address. In this communication technology,

the sender does not specify the destination address but only

sends the content/request with its interest content Code (CC)

to its neighbor’s nodes. CC is assigned on a type of the com-

munity service basis and enables a service to act as a logi-

cal node appropriate for the community service. Figure 4

shows the community communication message format. CC

is uniquely defined with respect to the common interest of

the community members (e.g. politic, news, etc.). The in-

formation content is further specified by its Characterized

Code (CH). The CH is the hash of the message content. It is

uniquely specified with respect to the message content (e.g.

data or request). It can be computed by the collision resis-

tance hash function (e.g. SHA-1 [20]) that ensures a uniform

distribution of CH.

The second main idea behind the autonomous decen-

tralized community communication technology is multilat-

eral benefits communication for timely and productive co-

operation. The multilateral communication likely occurs

among the community members that are already networked

on a bilateral basis. All members communicate productively

for the satisfaction of all community members, as follow.

The proposed autonomous decentralized community

communication technology performs the communication

among the community members that has called “1 →

N” [26], [27]. A brief scenario of the 1 → N community

communication is described as follows. The community

node asynchronously sends a message to each one from N

neighbor’s nodes. Then, those N nodes forward the same

message to another N nodes in the next layer and so on, until

all community nodes received the message. The autonomy

of the 1 → N communication can be seen as follow. Each

Fig. 4 Community communication message format.
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community node recognizes autonomously a member from

non-member and judges autonomously to forward commu-

nity messages to only N community neighbor’s nodes.

In order to avoid the congestion that may happen if

some of the community nodes send simultaneously identical

messages, each node keeps a short memory of the recently

routed messages and judges autonomously to forward only

one copy of the received messages to the other neighbor’s

nodes. This paper evaluates the community network traf-

fic in such case that will be shown in Sect. 4.2. Moreover,

each node autonomously takes a decision to keep or delete

the short memory of the received message based on the fre-

quency of receiving such message.

The 1 → N communication technology does not rely

on any central controller. Each community node has its

own local information and communicates only with speci-

fied number (N) of the neighbor’s nodes. There is no global

information such as IP multicast group address [29] or mul-

ticast service nodes [24], [25].

3.2 Community Communication Protocols

The autonomous decentralized community communication

technology has two communication protocols: publish

based and request /reply-all based.

• Publish based protocol. When one of the community

members has new information, she/he publishes it to

all the community members using “1 → N”. A typical

application is news information sharing among users

having the same interests and demanding to know spe-

cific news at specific time and or location. This pa-

per addresses only non-multimedia contents (news) of

moderate size. The publish-based protocol offers an

effective solution to the flash crowd problem as shown

in Fig. 5 (a). The solution scenario is as follows. As

soon as one of the community members S has down-

loaded an interesting content for the community from

the server (e.g. news server), she/he publishes it to all

community members, thereby relieving the server of

this task and alleviating the load on the server. Thus,

the load is distributed among the community nodes.

When the number of nodes increased dramatically, the

load at each node is increased slightly. In addition, it

represents a scalable solution for large-scale informa-

tion dissemination systems.

• Request/reply-all based protocol. When a community

member wants to locate information, she/he emits a re-

quest message. Then the other community members

cooperate to locate the requested information. When

any community node receives the requested message,

it processes the request. If no results are found at that

node, the node will forward the request to its neigh-

bor’s nodes by using “1 → N”. Otherwise, the node

will produce results, such as pointers to the informa-

tion or the whole content based on the size of the infor-

mation. Then that node will send a reply message not

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 (a) Publish based protocol. (b) Messages flow in request/replay-

all based protocol.

only to the node, which requested the information, but

also to all community members. Figure 5 (b) shows

the message flow when the community node S sends

a request (solid arrows) to its neighbor’s and node R

replies (dotted arrows) to all the community members

by the required information I. The reply to all proto-

col affords the other community members to send the

same request. Consequently, all community members

enrich their experiences and/or get to know new ser-

vices without requesting, what they individually cannot

get to know. Thus, the multilateral benefits character-

istic of the community can be satisfied and the satis-

faction rate for the community members is converged

to one. In addition, it decreases the traffic per node by

avoiding multiple requests for the same content.

The originality of our proposed communication tech-

nology does not come only from the content-based commu-

nication but also from the reply-all that satisfies the mul-

tilateral benefits. In 1 → N community communication

all members cooperate for the satisfaction of all commu-

nity members contrary to the peer-peer (P2P) communica-

tion techniques. In P2P, peers cooperate for the satisfac-

tion of only one, which requests the information (unilateral

benefits). The comparisons between the community infor-

mation system and the conventional information systems:

client/server and peer-peer are tabulated in Table 1. From

this table we conclude that the community communication

is: service-based, cooperative, relationship and multilateral

benefits communication [26], [27]. Moreover, the ACIS is

scalable of the response time with a huge number of mem-

bers. Thus, it guarantees a timely communication among

the community members.
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Table 1 Comparison.

4. Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our proposed technology,

we consider the community network topology as regular

graph [16]. Assume the number of the community nodes

is M and each node has k neighbors. The information is

broadcasted in a tree as follow. The source node sends asyn-

chronously a message to each one from k neighbors (chil-

dren) and then each neighbor forward asynchronously the

same message to another k − 1 neighbors nodes in the next

layer and so on, until all the community nodes received the

message. Thus, the number of the community nodes take

part in the broadcasting tree can be written as follows.

M ≤ 1 +

L−1
∑

i=0

k(k − 1)i (2)

Where L is the number of layers or depth of the communi-

cation tree. The term
L−1
∑

i=0

(k − 1)i is a geometric series has

summation ((K−1)L−1)/(k−2). Then the number of layers

can be calculated as follows.

L ≈























log
[

(M−1)×(K−2)

K
+ 1
]

log (K − 1)























≤
log(M)

log(k − 1)
(3)

Under the assumption that the average communication cost

between each node is approximately one unit of time then,

the transmission time τ to send a message from one member

to all the other members is bounded by O(NlogN(M)), where

N = k − 1. Consequently we can drive the optimal 1 → N

communication as follows.

d τ

dN
=

d

dN

(

N × logN(M)
)

=
d

dN

(

N ×
log(M)

log(N)

)

= log(M) ×













log(N) − 1/ ln(10)
(

log(N)
)2













(4)

From equation (4), we conclude that dτ/dN = 0, d2τ/dN >

0 ⇒ N ≈ 3. τ is concave up. For any number of nodes

M, the (1 → 3) community communication technology is

the optimal. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows that ever-increasing the

number of nodes the optimal communication is 1 → 3 un-

der the assumption that the average communication cost be-

tween each node is one unit of time.

Fig. 6 Optimal 1→ N community communication.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 (a) Caching proxies: One-to-one communication simulation

model. (b) Distribution of users’ requests per caching proxies.

4.1 Simulation and Results

We simulated the one-to-one communication based on the

client/server model. The experiments have been conducted

over 100,000 of requests. Each client accesses the server

and sends a request simultaneously to the server (e.g. news

server). Obviously, the surge of simultaneous requests ar-

riving at the server results in the server overwhelmed and

response time shooting up. Caching web pages on the proxy

servers reduces the access latency for the clients. Thus, the

webs caching techniques having slightly effect in the re-

sponse time. Figure 7 (a) shows the one-to-one communica-

tion simulation model based on caching proxies as follows.

We assume that each caching proxy is located at an orga-

nization and clients’ requests will randomly assigned to S

caching proxies. Figure 7 (b) shows an example of the dis-

tribution of the number of users’ requests per caching proxy

(e.g. proxy 5 has 2035 requests). It has been proved that

a chasing proxy has an upper bound of 30–50% in its hit
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Fig. 8 Simulation result: Scalable announcement.

rate [21]. In addition, we simulated the proposed commu-

nity communication technology on a network spending 4-

array connectivity for each community node. The experi-

ments have been conducted over 100,000 community mem-

bers, using 1 → 3 communication technology and is con-

stituted of average communication cost between each node

τcc = 1 ms. τm = 1 ms, the average time that each node

needs to monitor the recent received messages to avoid the

congestion. Thus the transmission time τ to send a message

asynchronously from any node to all the other community

members is bounded by L × N × (τcc + τm).

We concentrate in these experiments on the compar-

ison between the conventional one-to-one communication

techniques without and with caching proxy (hit rate of 30%,

50%) and (1 → N) community communication technology.

ACIS gathers those clients. As soon as one client (member)

has downloaded an interesting content for the community

from the server, she/he publishes it to all the community

members using “1 → N”. Figure 8 shows the variations

of the number of the members in the community with the

worst transmission time of a message to all members. Fig-

ure 8 depicts the effectiveness of the proposed communi-

cation technology in compared with the conventional ones.

The 1 → N communication technology is able to send a

message to all the community members within an average

of less than about 6 times in compare with the one-one

communications. Furthermore, it shows that the community

communication technology is scalable of the response time

with the number of the members. For a very small number

of members, our proposed community communication tech-

nology is not effective but it reveals interesting results when

the total number of members in the community increases

dramatically as shown in the zoom part in Fig. 8.

4.2 Community Network Traffic

We ran an additional experiment to evaluate the network

traffic in case of many nodes in the community send an

identical message at once. Each node monitors the received

messages and forwards only one from the received identi-

cal messages. This experiment ran on a community network

with 2000 nodes and 4000 logical links, which were gener-

ated as regular graph [16]. The delay of each link was set

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 (a) Network traffic with multiple senders. (b) Network traffic with

multiple senders.

to 1 ms. We ran the simulation 1000 times to determine the

mean number of identical messages (MNIM) in the commu-

nity network. Each time we ran the experiment, the senders

were selected randomly. Figures 9 (a) and 9 (b) plot the vari-

ation of both the MNIM in the community network and the

MNIM carried by a logical link with the number of senders.

The number of senders is increased from one sender to about

25% senders from the participated nodes in the community

network. In addition, zoom parts in both Figs. 9 (a) and 9 (b)

show the variation of MINM with the increases of the num-

ber of senders from 1 to 125. The increase of the number

of senders reduces both MNIM in the community network

and MNIM per link. Figure 9 (a) shows about 22% improve-

ment of MNIM when 25% nodes send identical message at

once. The standard deviation of MNIM per link is about

0.078. This result indicates that community system does an

efficient job in distributing loads over all nodes; each node

is responsible for forwarding messages only to a small num-

ber of nodes. This is important to achieve scalability with

the community system size. We conclude that the commu-

nity’s network traffic is reduced when many members send

an identical message at once.

5. Related Work

ACIS, like Overcast [17], Narada [22] and ALMI [23], im-

plement multicast, uses a self-organizing overlay network

and assume only unicast support from the underlying net-

work layer. Narada and ALMI target collaborative appli-

cations with a small number of group members. However,

ACIS is a framework for collaborative applications with a

large number of group members. ALMI takes a centralized
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Table 2 Application level multicast systems.

approach to the tree creation problem. Clearly, it constitutes

a single point of failure for all control operations related to

the group. In contrast, ACIS takes a decentralized approach

(i.e. no node knows the total system [16]). Scattercast [24]

and OMNI [25] are designed for global content distribution.

They argue for infrastructure support, where proxies are de-

ployed in the Internet to support large number of clients. For

large-scale data distributions, such as live webcasts, a single

source exists. In contrast in the ACIS, the nodes are consid-

ered to be equal peers and are organized in the community

network. The community concept is a “real” end-system

multicast approach. The end-systems (autonomous mem-

bers) work cooperatively to deliver the data on the whole

community members. ACIS is dedicated for multi-sender

applications with large number of participants. It does not

depend on the multicast support by the routers (e.g. IP mul-

ticast) and does not depend on the multicast service nodes

MSNs (e.g. Scattercast and OMNI). A rapid and dramatic

surge in the volume of requests arriving at MSN often leads

to a flash crowd. Clearly, MSN constitutes a single point of

failure for information provisions to the group. Scattercast

and Narada take a mesh-based approach to the tree creation

problem. In this approach, every member should keep a full

list of all other members. Therefore, this approach does

not scale well to the large group sizes. In the other side,

the ACIS scales well to the large number of members be-

cause each member is required to know a small number of

other members (neighbors). The proposed community in-

formation system (ACIS) is a framework for both informa-

tion sharing and large-scale data distribution applications. A

comparison of different application level multicast systems

with the community system is tabulated in Table 2.

6. Conclusion

This paper clarifies the concept, architecture, construc-

tion/maintenance and communication technologies of the

community information system. Inspired from the construc-

tive cooperation in the social community and the ADS con-

cept, the ACIS concept has been proposed. In that respect,

community members are active actors and they mutually co-

operate to assure the quality of the information service pro-

vision and utilization among them, since individually they

cannot. In addition, the bilateral-hierarchy system architec-

ture has been developed in order to sustain the proposed

concept. Finally, the autonomous decentralized commu-

nity construction/maintenance and communication technol-

ogy have been proposed to achieve a productive cooperation

and a flexible and timely communication among the com-

munity members. The proposed communication technol-

ogy is not only content-code communication (service-based)

but also multilateral communication in which all members

cooperate for the satisfaction of all the community mem-

bers, contrary to the other communication technologies (e.g.

peer-peer (P2P) communication). The simulation results has

depicted that the community communication technology is

scalable of the response time with the number of the mem-

bers. Thus, timeliness, an essential component in large-scale

information system is achieved.
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